
 

 
Nature‘s ink pen for textiles 

* Please read the application note carefully and also observe the manufacturer's instructions on the textiles used as well as the hazard and safety instructions for 
the washing machine and iron. Do not start working until you have fully understood the instructions for use. As we have no influence on the exact use of the 
nature’s ink pen, we cannot accept any liability for damage caused by improper use of our nature’s ink pen or for the creative result. 

 

 

The path to the perfect result* 
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Our nature’s ink pens are filled with ink based on plant dyes for writing on, painting and 

decorating light-coloured textiles. 

The ink can be washed out again before fixing. After fixing, the painted textile is 

wash-resistant. 

 

 

1. Design your fabric with the natural paints and simply let your imagination 

run wild. For thin fabrics, place a sheet of paper or cardboard under the 

fabric to prevent the paint from bleeding through. 

 

 

 

2. If you don't like your work or if something has gone wrong, you can remove 

the pen colour (ink) from the fabric and try again. However, this is only 

possible if the UNFIXED textile is washed in a household washing machine at 

40 °C within 24 hours after painting. For blended fabrics, please observe the 

manufacturer's washing temperature. After drying, you can design your 

textile again. 

 

3. When you are satisfied, the ink can be fixed to the fabric. 

Use an iron with the following settings: 

▪ for natural fibres approx. 2 minutes on the COTTON setting 

▪ for blended fabrics approx. 4 minutes on the POLYESTER setting 

Ironing permanently fixes the ink on the textile and makes it wash-

resistant. 

 

 
4. Now it can be washed as usual at max. 40 °C without the colours 

disappearing. 


